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Introduction
Hardcore fans of Sybian sex who enjoy watching porn whores saddle up to go for a ride on a motorized
bucking-bronco of a sex machine may find Saddle Gals to their liking. However, with only 15 scenes
available and no network access to Included Sites, this porn outlet needs some more time to grow before
it gets anywhere near reaching its true potential.

Adult Review
Saddle Gals will have your dick shouting 'Giddyup' at your monitor. It's a site devoted to female masturbation videos starring
sexy amateurs who ride a Sybian sex toy to real orgasms in every scene. 
  
  The videos are well crafted high-def 852x480 exclusive sex movies and the girls appearing in them are amateur sluts getting
off for real... not pornstars making themselves have fake orgasms just for the camera.
  
  The bad news is that the site is still new and needs more time to grow its archives a bit. With 15 exclusive porn movies so
far it's off to a great start but without any Included Sites in a network, there may not be enough to keep your dick busy for a
full month just yet.
  
  Keep an eye on the review date at the top of this review, if the review is more than a few months old then the size of Saddle
Gals sex video collection may have grown quite a bit. At the moment it is updating once a week. That's the reason we post the
date at the top of every review here on The Tongue... and the reason we keep our porn reviews updated so often.

Porn Summary
The Saddle Gals have made it out of the barn but they aren't quite up to full speed just yet. With some more updates and some
included sites this could be the start of an excellent porn network. For now it's a site that will really thrill Sybian enthusiasts
mostly.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'These gals have plenty of giddyup and go!'
Quality: 84  Updates: 65 Exclusive: 80 Interface: 75
Support: 85 Unique: 79    Taste: 69        Final: 74

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Exclusive, Machines, SexToys

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $14.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: None Videos: 15
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